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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The study of hyperspaces can be traced back to the 
early 1900s and the works of Hausdorff and Vietoris. During 
the 1920s and 1930s many fundamental results were obtained by 
the Polish school of topologists, e.g., Borsuk, Mazurkiewicz, 
and Wojdyslawski.^ Polish mathematicians were also at work 
during the 1920s on the conjecture that the hyperspace 
2^(1 = [0,1]) is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube Q.^ (2̂
denotes the set of all compact subspaces of the (metric) 
space X, topologized by the Hausdorff metric.) Although they 
were unsuccessful in proving this, many new results concerning 
the general structure of hyperspaces suggested that 2 = Q
might be true for a fairly wide class of spaces X. Thus in 
1938, Wojdyslawski posed the following question, which has
since become known as the hyperspace conjecture: If X is a

X 3Peano continuum, is 2 homeomorphic to Q? The converse of
Vthis (that if 2 = Q, then X is Peanian) had been known as early

as 1923.^
Closely related to this activity was the interest in 

Xstudying C(X) c 2 , the hyperspace of subcontinua of X.



Already in the 1320s Polish topologists had conjectured that 
C(B^) (B̂  = [0,1]̂ ) was homeomorphic to Q. In 1923, Vietoris 
and Wazewski proved that C(X) is Peanian if and only if X is 
Peanian.̂  Fifteen years later, Wojdyslawski showed that if 
X is Peanian, then C(X) is contractible and locally contractible. 
In 1939 he refined this by showing that if X is Peanian, then 
C(X) is in fact an AR.® The dimension of C(X) was studied by 
Kelley in an important paper of 1942.  ̂ In this he proves that 
if X is Peanian, then C(X) is finite dimensional if and only if 
X is a graph (i.e., a one-dimensional finite simplicial 
complex), and in this case (Kelley asserted without proof)
C(X) is a polyhedron. This latter assertion was eventually 
proven by R. Duda, who made an intensive investigation of these

g
polyhedra.

yThe close connection between C(X) and 2 can be seen
from the following result of Wojdyslawski:' X is Peanian if and

X 9only if C(X) is an AR if and only if 2 is an AR. There was, 
however, no further progress on the hyperspace conjecture (X is

yPeanian if and only if 2 - Q) until 1967, when N. Gray attacked
ythe problem by attempting to show that the points of 2 and 

C(X) are all unstable. (A point p e X is unstable if for 
every neighborhood U of p, there exists a deformation of X 
which is fixed on X-U, and moves X off of p. This is equivalent 
to saying that p is a Z-set in X.^^) It is easy to see that 
every point of Q is unstable. Gray was able to show that if 
X is a finite simplicial complex, then C(X) consists entirely



of unstable points if and only if X contains no free one-
s i m p l e x . I n  1969, he proved that if X is Peanian, then
X 122 consists entirely of unstable points.

By this time a number of powerful tools in infinite
dimensional topology had been developed, which turned out to 
be of decisive importance in successfully resolving the hyper
space conjecture. In 1970 J. West proved that if {X^} are

13finite contractible nondegenerate polyhedra, then II X^ = Q.
Thus if G is a connected graph, combining the results of
Kelley and Wojdyslawski above, C(G) is a contractible, finite
dimensional polyhedron, hence, by West's Theorem, C(G) is a
Q-factor (i.e., C(G) x Q = Q).

One of the elegant features of hyperspaces is that they
behave nicely with respect to inverse limit operations. Thus
if X = lim{x„,f„}°°_T is the limit of an inverse system (assume <1— n n n— ±
X and the X are continua), then there are naturally induced 

^ X , X
sequences of maps f^ ; 2 ^----► 2 and f^ : — >■ C{X^).

If 2^ = lim{2 ^»f*>n=l '^n^n=l' ^he

assertion that hyperspaces are well behaved with respect to
y Y 14inverse limits means that 2 = 2̂ , and C(X) = C^(X). An

important tool for the resolution of the hyperspace conjecture 
turned out to be the following theorem of Morton Brown, which 
provides a key link between inverse limits and a class of 
mappings that is particularly important in recent work in 
infinite-dimensional topology :



Theorem: Let (X.,f.) be an inverse sequence of
compact metric spacei such that each is homeo
morphic to Y, and each f. is a near-homeomorphism 
(i.e., a uniform limit or homeomorphisms), then 
lim (X̂ ,f̂ ) is homeomorphic to

The techniques of inverse systems, near homeomorphisms,
Z-sets, and other advances in infinite-dimensional topology
during the 1960s now led to rapid progress on the hyperspace
conjecture. In 1972, West proved that if D is a dendrite,
then C(D) is a Q-factor, and that C(D) is homeomorphic to Q
if and only if D has a dense set of branch points (i.e., D
contains no free a r c ) S h o r t l y  afterward Schori and West

I 17sketched a proof that 2 - Q. This was the decisive break-
ythrough, and it was soon shown that 2 - Q when X is a graph,

then a polyhedron, and finally Curtis and Schori proved the
X 18result that 2 = Q when X is an arbitrary Peano continuum.

Concerning C(X), they were able to show that C(X) is a Q-factor
if and only if X is Peanian, and that C(X) = Q if and only if
X contains no free arc.

This brief overview of the activity surrounding work
on the hyperspace conjecture is meant to give the reader at
least a little feel for the flavor of the general subject of 

19hyperspaces. The result of this activity has not only been 
the achievement of a singularly beautiful theorem, but a 
recognition of the applicability of powerful techniques that 
stress the underlying unity of seemingly diverse aspects of 
infinite-dimensional topology. As an illustration of this, 
mention should be made of H. Toruhczyk's recent characterization



of Hilbert cube manifolds. Using this profound result,
Toruhczyk was able to give a much simplified proof of the
hyperspace conjecture that completely avoids the use of

20inverse limit techniques.
Before turning to subject matter more directly

related to the present study, let us briefly consider three
results that illustrate interesting applications of hyperspace
theory and technique. In 1922 Knaster gave a famous example

21of an indecomposable continuum. A continuum is indecomposable
if it cannot be written as.a union of two proper subcontinua.
Knaster's continuum was dubbed a pseudo-arc by Moise, who
showed that not only is it indecomposable, but every proper
subcontinuum contained in it is also indecomposable (i.e., the

22pseudo-arc is an hereditarily indecomposable continuum).
Evidently the pseudo-arc is a highly pathological type of
continuum. Thus it was quite a revelation when R. H. Bing
proved that if X is or Hilbert space, then the collection of

23pseudo-arcs constitutes a dense G^-subset of C(X)Î This 
result is typical of a prominent thrust in hyperspace theory, 
namely to detect the frequency of certain pathologies by 
application of the Baire Category Theorem to the hyperspace of 
appropriate subsets.

A second example illustrating the utility of hyperspaces 
can be found in recent work in dimension theory. In 1978 J. 
Walsh gave the first example of an infinite-dimensional 
compactum containing no finite-dimensional subsets (other than



zero-dimensional).^^ A key feature in this construction was
25the use of maps into hyperspaces. Recently, R. Pol used a

similar construction in solving Alexandroff's Problem, which 
had been one of the oldest unsolved problems in dimension 
theory.

Finally we mention the recent work of West concerning 
27group actions on Q. If Q = II J., J. = [-1,1], then the

i=l  ̂ /
reflection map ŝ : Q  ► Q, where ŝ ({tĵ }) = {-t^} operates
on all the coordinates of Q, is the standard involution of Q
with a single fixed point. In 1974 R. Wong proved that an
involution I of Q with a single fixed point is conjugate to
s^ if the fixed point has a basis of T-invariant, contractible 

28neighborhoods. It is still unknown, however, whether there
are any involutions of Q with unique fixed point that are not
conjugate to ŝ . Although West does not answer this question,
he was able to prove that if such an involution does exist,
then one will not find it by considering induced involutions
on hyperspaces. More precisely, if X is an arbitrary,

Xnondegenerate Peano continuum (hence 2 = Q) and T: X ---->■ X
T X Xan involution, then the fixed point set S of 2 : 2 -----► 2 is a

XHilbert sub-cube of 2 . Moreover S is a Z-set (cf. [Ch], p. 2) 
if and only if the fixed point set of T is nowhere dense in X.
In this case 2^/S = Q and T : 2^/S *- 2^/S is conjugate to

s.."
These few remarks must suffice as an introduction to

the flavor of the général subject of hyperspaces; we now turn



to matters that are of direct relevance to the present study.
In 1954 K. Borsuk introduced a new metric in an attempt to
refine the usual hyperspace construction.^® If M is an
arbitrary metric space with metric d, then 2^ = {X c m | X
nonempty and compact} is topologized by the Hausdorff metric
dg : dg(X,Y) = inf{X Ç N^(y,e) and Y £ N^(X,e)>.

If (M,d) is a complete metric space, then (2 \dg) is
complete (cf., [N], pp. 35-36). Borsuk developed a new metric,
d^, called the homotopy metric, which, under the assumption
that M is finite-dimensional, induces a topology on
2?? = {Xe2^| X is an ANR^^} whereby X -■>• X if and only if ;4 n

i) X^ ^  X, and
ii) Given e > 0, there is a 5 > 0 such that for all n,

every 6-subset of X^ contracts to a point inside an e-subset
of X . Condition ii) will be abbreviated s(X„,6,e). n n

The following two examples illustrate the type of 
convergence in d^ that is ruled out in d^ by condition ii):

Ex. 1: Ex. 2:

X1



In Example 1, we have arcs which clearly converge
to the circle X in the Hausdorff metric d^. If e > 0 is chosen
smaller than the diameter of the circle, however, then it is
easy to see that no matter how small we choose ô > 0, there
will be an arc X so that two points p^,q„ in X_ with n n n n
d(Pn,qn) < 6 will have to go all the way around X^ (hence 
outside an e- neighborhood) to contract to a point. In Example 
2, the circles clearly converge to the point X in d̂ . But 
this time the X^ themselves get arbitrarily small, and since 
none of them is contractible, they cannot possibly converge in

Borsuk was able to show that if X^ ► X, then all but
finitely many of the X^ have the homotopy type of X. This
indicates immediately why the two examples above cannot be
convergent sequences using the homotopy metric. It also means
that [X] = {Y e 2̂ 1 Y has the homotopy type of X} is an open
subset of 2̂ , and since { [X] | Xe2^} partition 2̂ ,̂ it follows
that {[X]} are both closed and open in 2̂ . In this paper, one
question we will consider is how much fragmentation there is
within the [X], first for M a one-dimensional Peano continuum,
and then for M a closed surface. For these two cases we will

Mcharacterize the component structure of 2̂ .
We take this opportunity to summarize some of the main

results achieved by Borsuk and subsequent researchers. In
Borsuk's original paper, he proves that 2^ (X finite dimensional)

Xis a topological invariant (this is also the case with 2 ,



cf. [N], pp. 29-30), He furthermore shows that 2? is 
separable and complete. This last result is the key to

yBorsuk's original program in constructing 2̂ , as it raises
32the possibility of invoking the Baire Theorem in order to 

answer several natural questions pertaining to ANR's. Borsuk 
himself asked the following questions:

Ql: If M is a polyhedron, is the collection B
of all subpolyhedra of M dense in 2^? What is the 
category (in the sense of Baire) of B?

Q2: What is the category (in the sense of
Baire) in the space 2^ (M = Î ) of the collection 
of all ANR's having tne singularity of Brouwer, of 
Mazurkiewicz, or of Peano?

The motivation behind these questions is an attempt to
understand the extent to which ANR's are like nice spaces
(i.e., polyhedra, it is known that every compact ANR has the
homotopy type of a finite polyhedron^^). One would likewise
be interested to know the extent to which ANR's possess various
pathologies (e.g., the singularities referred to in Q2, which
cannot occur in polyhedra but can be found in certain ANR's).
One way to get a handle on this question is to ask how
plentiful (in the sense of Baire) are these nice or unnice

Mspaces when considered as subsets of the hyperspace 2̂ .
In 197 2 Ball and Ford gave the following partial 

answer to question Ql ([B&F]^, p. 40):
Theorem: If M is a connected polyhedron, then

T_, the set of all subpolyhedra properly contained 
in M, is a first category subset of 2ĵ if and only 
if M contains no one-dimensional open subset.
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2in the case of M = 3 , Ball and Ford were also able
g2

to show that the subpolyhedra are dense in 2^ , and that the 
topological polyhedra constitute a dense G. (i.e., second

g2
category) subset of 2^ . These last two results were recently
extended to the case where M is a closed two-manifold by 

35L. Boxer.
The most recent work on the homotopy metric has been

36the extension of Borsuk's original work due to Z. Cerin.
Cerin introduced a new notion of strongly e-movable convergence 
on the hyperspace ANR(X), i.e., ANR subsets of an arbitrary 
metric space X. He was able to show that this topology can 
be metrized as a complete, separable metric space, and that, 
in the case where X is a finite-dimensional compactum, the 
space ANR(X) with topology induced by strongly e-movable 
convergence is the same as that induced by the homotopy metric 

\  on 2̂ .
The results obtained in the present study represent a 

first attempt to obtain topological information about the
yhyperspace 2^ for particular spaces X (or classes of spaces 

{X}). As such, this work is closer in spirit to early attempts 
to solve the hyperspace conjecture, or to Duda's study of the 
topological structure of C(X) when X is a finite graph. In 
Chapter II we restrict X to being a one-dimensional Peano 
continuum. For this class of spaces. Theorem 2.1 gives a 
relatively straightforward criterion for detecting whether or

ynot two ANR's belong to the same component of 2̂ .
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TWO important classes for the dimension theory of 
infinite-dimensional (metric) spaces are the strongly infinite
dimensional (SID) spaces and the countably infinite-dimensional 
(CID) spaces. The latter class consists of those infinite
dimensional spaces which can be written as a countable union
of finite-dimensional subspaces. The class of SID spaces, on 
the other hand, satisfy the following condition (cf. [R-S-W], 
pp. 94-95) : A space X is SID if there exists a countable
collection {(A.,B.)}T_̂  of pairs of closed subspaces of X with 
Aĵ n = 0 for all i, and with the property that every collection
{ S j ^ } o f  closed subspaces of X such that S^ separates Â^

00

from B. must have n S. 0.
i=l

It is not difficult to prove that these two classes of
infinite-dimensional spaces are mutually exclusive (although it
was only recently that R. Pol gave the first example showing
that not every infinite-dimensional space belongs to one of

37these two classes). In Chapter III we prove the following 
theorems :

M Theorem 3.1; For every manifold M with dim M > 2,
2^ is biD at every non-isolated point.

Theorem 3.2: If X is a Peano continuum, then
every component of 2? is finite dimensional if and 
only if X is a finite graph.

In Chapter IV we give the following extension of
Theorem 3.2:

yIf X is a Peano continuum, then 2, is CID if X 
is a finite graph, while if X is not a graph, then 
2^ is SID.
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The main emphasis in Chapter IV is to show via examples how
y2^ can be constructed by means of inductive procedures if X 
is a simple enough graph.

In Chapter V we prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 2.1 
(the main result of Chapter II), but this time for the class
of spaces X = {closed 2-manifolds}. Again we obtain a
reasonably simple criterion that enables one to determine 
whether or not two connected ANR's lie in the same component

yof 2̂ . We conclude with some remarks related to the following 
question: If X is a closed 2-manifold, is AR^(X) = {C e 2ĵ |c is
an AR} an il̂ -manifold? One can attempt to answer this question

 ̂ 38by appealing to Toruriczyk's characterization of jl̂ -manifolds.
If the answer to the question is affirmative, then the fact
that AR^(X) and X have the same homotopy type (cf.
Cor. 4.7), together with the fact that homotopy equivalent
î,2 ~nianifolds are homeomorphic, would imply that AR^(X) is
homeomorphic to X x
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CHAPTER II

COMPONENT STRUCTURE OF 2̂  ̂FOR X A 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL PEANO CONTINUUM

We begin with a result which characterizes the 
component structure of 2^ in the case where X is a one
dimensional Peano continuum. The particular homology theory 
that is used here is of no consequence so long as it satisfies 
the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms, since by [Hu] pp. 141-43, any 
such theory applied to ANR's yields isomorphic homology 
groups. We will, however, take R = 2 to be our coefficient 
ring. We now state six preliminary lemmas and the theorem 
before presenting their proofs :

Lemma 2.1; Let X be a 1-dimensional Peano continuum 
and C c X a connected ANR. If H^(C) = 0, then C is contractible 
via a strongly contracting strong deformation retraction (SCSDR) 
to a point. (Thus there exists a strong deformation retraction,
i.e. a map H: Cxi C with Hq = id^, H^(C) = {p}, and
H^(p) = p taking C to a point p. Saying that H is strongly 
contracting means that if
0 < u < V < 1, then H ° H (C) c H (C) c H (C) , cf. [B&F], , p. 37)—  — — U V  V U 1

16
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Lemma 2.2; If Ĉ , are connected ANR's contained in 
X with H^(C^) = H^(C2 ) = 0, then there exists a path F*:
I   ̂2^ with F*(0) = Ĉ , F*(l) = Cg.

Lemma 2.3; If C^, are ANR's contained in X with
H^(C^) = (Cg) = 0, then and are in the same component 
of 2^ if and only if H.(C^) = .

Lemma 2.4: For any connected ANR C c X, there exists
a unique ANR D £ C such that:

(i) [C] = [D]
(ii) H,(C) = H,(D) c H-(X) (subgroups induced by

inclusions
C  *- X
D ---- ► X)

(iii) D has no points of order one (a point p has
order n in a continuum Y if n is the smallest 
number for which p lies in arbitrarily small 
neighborhoods whose boundaries in Y consist of at 
most n points, cf. [Me], p. 97).

Lemma 2.5: The ANR's C and D of Lemma 4 both lie in the
Xsame component of 2^ .

Lemma 2.6: If C^, are ANR's such that H^(C^) ^ (C2 )
as subgroups of (X), then and lie in different components 
of 2 ;;.

Theorem 2.1: Let X be a 1-dimensional Peano continuum.
Then two ANR's Ĉ , (with components {C^}, {Ĉ }) lie in the

Xsame component of 2̂  ̂if and only if there exists a one-to-one
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correspondence -*---- >■ between the components of and

Cg such that:
(i) [cj] = [Ĉ ] for all j,
(ii) Ĥ (Ĉ ) = (Ĉ ) as subgroups of H^(X), and
(iii) Let J'. = {j |h, (d) M 0}, and let D. = U where

jeJ'
D? c is the unique ANR of Lemma 4. Then 
j|=J2 =j' and D^=D2 =D and Hq(C^) = (Ĉ ) as
subgroups of Hq (X-D) , for all jjiJ'.

Pf. Lemma 2.1: Since C is a one-dimensional Peano
continuum with H^(C) = 0, C is acyclic. It follows (cf. [Wh], 
p. 89) that C is a dendrite.

We now make use of the fact that every Peano continuum M 
has a convex metric d that preserves its topology ([Bi], p. 1109 
and [Mo], p. 1119). This means that given any two points p, 
q e M, there exists r e M such that d(p,r) = d(r,q) = h d(p,q). 
This implies that between any two points of M, there exists an 
isometrically embedded interval. (If d(p,q) = s,
then F: [Q,s]---- ► M is defined on {s • , (j odd, j < 2̂ ),
the dyadic rationale in [0 ,s], and hence has a unique extension 
to all of [0 ,s] which is an embedding).

Let d be such a convex metric for the Peano continuum
C. For any given point p e C, we can assume that for all points
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q e C, d(p,q) £ 1. Since C is a dendrite, for each c e C 
there exists a unique segment joining p and c ([Me], p. 306). 
For 0 £ t £ 1 define

Ç  c, if t > d(p,c)
L^(t) = "S q, if t < d(p,c) , where q is the

i  unique point on with d(p,q) = t.
Now we can define F: Cxi ---->■ C by F(c,t) = L^(l-t) which we
will show is a SCSDR of C to {p}. First observe that Fg = id̂ , 
F^(C) = {p}, and F^(p) = p. F is also clearly strongly 
contracting. It remains, therefore, to verify that F is
continuous. Let {(c^, t̂ ) }---- >■ (c,t) be a convergent sequence
in Cxi; we wish to show that (F(c^, t̂ ) }---- >■ F(c,t) = y. For
this purpose, we consider three cases:

1 ) t < l-d(p,c)
2 ) t = l-d(p,c)
3) t > l-d(p,c) .

Case 1: If t < l-d(p,c), then 1-t > d(p,c), hence
F(c,t) = c. Let l-t-d(p,c) = n > 0. Choose such that for
all i > N,, d(c.,c) < n/2. Thus d(p,c.) < d(p,c) + d(c,c.) <—  ± X X X
d(p,c) + n/2.

Now choose N > N, such that for all i > N, t. < 1 -—  X —  X
(d(p,c) + n/2). Then for i £ N, F(c^, t̂ ) = c^, since
1 - t^ > d(p,c) + n/2 > d(d,c^). Therefore {F(c^, t^)}----► c =
F(c,t) .
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Case 2; Let e > 0 be given. If t = 1 - d(p,c), then
F(c,t) = c. Since C is locally connected we can choose a
connected neighborhood. U of c with diam(U)<e. There exists
such that for all i > N-, c. e U. Now choose N > N, so that

—  1 1 —  1
lt̂ -t| < E for all i ^ N, and consider a point x e such that 
d(x,c) < e. We claim that if i > N, then d(F(x,t^), F(c,t)) < e. 
For if 1 - t^ ^ d(p,x), then F(x,t^) = x, and hence 
d(F(x,t^), F(c,t)) = d(x,c) < E .  On the other hand, if 
1 - tĵ < d(p,x), then F(x,t^) = L^(l-t^) = q, where d(p,q) =
1 - t̂ . But d(q,c) = |d(p,c) - d(p,q)l, since x £ L^, while, 
for i >_ N, I tĵ -t I < £. Thus for i ^ N, d(F(x,t^), F(c,t)) = 
d(q,c) =  |d(p,c) -  d(p,q)I =  1(1 -t) -  (1 -t^)| = 1t^ -  tj < e .

Now consider any c^ £ U. Each c^ lies on a unique 
arc c u which meets in a point Xĵ . Thus d(p,c^) = 
d(p,x^) + d(x^, c^), and since, for i sufficiently large.
d(F(x^,t^), F(c,t)) < E,  it follows that there exists an 
integer N, such that d(F(c^,t^), F(c,t)) < e, for all i > N.

Case 3; If t > 1 - d(p,c), then F(c,t) = y c. Let 
e > 0 be chosen such that e < d(y,c). There exists a connected 
neighborhood U of c with diam(U) < d(y,c) - E. There exists an 
integer N^ such that c^ £ Ü for all i ^ N^, and an integer 
N ^ N^ such that [t^ - t| < E,  for i ^ N. Thus if x e L^ and 
d(x,c) < E,  then d(F(x,t^), F(c,t)) < £ for all i > N. Since 
there exist unique arcs joining ĉ  ̂and x^ e L^ such that 

it follows that d(F(c^, t^), F(c,t)) < £ as required.
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Thus we have shown that F is continuous.- which 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.

Pf. Lemma 2.2; This is a fairly immediate consequence 
of the following result:

Prop. 2.1 ([B&Fl^y Lemma 3.4): If X is a
finite dimensional compactum, and C an AMR
contained in X, and if h: Cxi---- »■ C is a SCSDR,
then h*: I ----► 2^ given by h*(t) = h^(C) is
continuous.

Since, by Lemma 1, there exist F^: C^ x I ----► C^,
(i = 1,2), SCSDR's that take C^ to a point p^, the proposition

i i * Xabove implies that the F induce paths (F ) : I ---- ► 2^ such
i * i *that (F ) (0) = and (F ) (1) = p^. Since X is a Peano

continuum, it is arcwise connected ([H&Y], p. 118), hence
there exists an embedding f: [0,1]  ► X with f(0) = p^ and

 ̂ Xf(1) = Pg. This f induces a path f in 2^ by the following 
result:

Prop. 2.2 ([B&F]^, Lemma 4.2): Let X be a finite
dimensional compactum, AeZX, and f; A  x i ---- *- x
an isotopy. If for each tel, f (t) = f^(A), then
f*: I  >■ 2^ is continuous.

ic XWe can now define F : I  2^ as follows :
(F^)*(3t) 0 < t < 1/3

F*(t) = \ f*(3t-l) 1/3 < t < 2/3
(F^)*"^(3t-2) 2/3 < t < 1
* *Since F (0) = C^ and F (1) = C^, this proves Lemma 2.2.
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îndition that X be a Peano continuum
(i.e., locally connected) cannot be weakened as can readily 
be seen by considering the topologist's sine curve,

X = X^UX2 = {(X, sin 1/x) | 0 < x £ 1} U {(x,y) |

For this X, a connected ANR C is either contained in X^ or in 
Xg. Since H^(X) = 0, we merely need to observe that if 

Cl c and Cg 2  ^2 ' then there cannot possibly be a path in
2^ joining and Cg. For suppose F; I ----»■ 2^ were such a
path. Let t* = inf{tel|F(t)cX2 }. Clearly F(t*) £ X̂ , and if
F(t*) Xg we can find a compact neighborhood W about F(t*) in
X such that X2 n W is a component of W. The continuity of F 
implies that there exists a neighborhood V of t* such that 
each point in F(V) lies inside of W, and hence inside X2 nW.
This contradicts the definition of t*. We can therefore
assume that F(t*) = C2  = X2 , and F: I ----► 2^ is a path
joining Cĵ and C2 . Since F must be continuous with respect to 
the Hausdorff metric, it follows that for 6  > 0 sufficiently 
small, any te  [ 1  - 6 , 1 ] has the property that diam (%y(F(t)) > 
2 - e, where is the projection of X to X2 . Now for each 
positive integer n, let Xĵ  ̂= {(x,sin 1 /x) j 0  < x < '

Choose a sequence {t̂ } £ [1 - 6 , 1] with {t̂ } ---- *• 1, and let
F(t^) = Dĵ. Now for each t̂ , there exists an n^ such that

dg
Di n Xn  ̂= J3. On the other hand, since ^2' there
exists a D. such that D. £ X It easily follows, therefore,

I  ̂ ^i
that there exists tĵ with < t^ < t̂  such that
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diam (y(t, ) H X ) > e, and diam (F(t, ) - X ) > e. ThisJC il •. TT n . 7T
1  1

argument can now be repeated by replacing with Dj, finding
an n. such that D. fl X = 0, etc., the result being a new] ] rym
t̂ . We thus get a sequence {D^} = {F(t^)}, where

 1- Cg. It will further be observed that for each tĵ,
% y ( D ^ )  n { - 1 , 1 }   ̂0. Since each F(t^) = contains an e-arc
on either side of the endpoint of X (be it a maximum or a

dminimum), it follows that hy  ̂ For clearly as
n^ >■ “, the points on opposite sides of the e-arcs get
arbitrarily close to one another. Hence it is impossible to
find a uniform 6  such that every subset of each with diameter
£ 6  contracts to a point inside a subset of Dj, of diameter less

Xthan e. Therefore F; I ----*- 2, cannot be continuous.h

Pf. Lemma 2.3; Since and C2  must have the same 
homotopy type in order to belong to the same component of 
2 ^ (cf. [Bjg, p. 2 0 0 ), the condition H^(C^) = ^^(Cg) = 0  

implies Hq(C^) - 8 ^(0 2 ) is clearly necessary, as otherwise 
[Ĉ ] ^ [C2 ]. Suppose now that and C2  each have n-components
(C^ 1 j = 1 ,2 ,...,n}, i = 1 ,2 , and let be any point in Ĉ .
Applying Lemma 2.1, there exist SCSDR's F^: C? x I ---->■
contracting each to the point P^^. Thus for i = 1,2
have maps F̂ : x i -----*- which are SCSDR's of to

* X *By Prop. 2.1, the F̂  induce maps F. : I  ► 2^ with F\(0) =
and F.(l) = {P..}.^i. It remains, therefore, to show that 

1  ]i
there exists a G*: I ---- 2^ with G*(0) = {Pj^} and

we
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G*(l) = Thus, by Prop. 2.2 it suffices to find an
isotopy G; {P^^} x I -----»■ X with Gq = id^p j and

^j2 *
We construct G by induction on n, the number of points 

{Pj^}j_^. There are two cases to consider. First suppose X
has an endpoint q. Let â : I  *- X be a path joining q and
some P^^ with the property that (I) fl {Pj^} = P^^. Next
choose a path Ug: I  ► X joining q and some P^g such that
agfl) n {Pjg} = P%2 ' Clearly the path induces an
isotopy Gf:{P^^}x i ---- . X with 0) = P^^, h) = q,

Vand G (P̂ ,̂ 1) = P^g» Since q has order 1 we can find a 
neighborhood U of q in X such that U fl {py^} = 0 for j ^ k, and 
with Bd U = {pt.}. It follows that X - U = X' is a subcontinuum 
of X, so by our induction hypothesis there is an isotopy for the
2 {n-l) points {Pj^lj^^, : {Pj^} x i -----»■ x', with
G^'(Pj^y 0) = (Pj^fl) = Pj2" We now
define G: {P\^} x i ----► x as follows:

"Pĵ , j  ̂k ; Gk(P^^,2t), j = k for 0 < t < 1/4 
G(Pj^,t) = Ĝ ' (Pj^,2t-l/2) , j / k ; q, j = k for 1/4 < t < 3/4

P.2 ' j / k ; G^(P^^,2 t-l), j = k for 3/4 < t < 1  

This handles case one.
Now suppose X has no points of order one. It follows 

(cf. [Me], p. 307) that X contains a cycle. Since the points 
of order 2 are dense in X ([Me], p. 115), we can choose a point 
q that lies on a cycle of X and has order 2. It follows that 
X - q is connected, and moreover we can find a neighborhood
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ü of q in X such that U D {P\j} consists of at most two points 
and X - U is a subcontinuum of X (since Bd U = {2 points}). We 
can therefore use the same construction given above to produce 

the desired isotopy.

Pf. Lemma 2.4; By Menger's Eindeutigkeitssatz ([Me],
p. 336), each point peC that is not an endpoint or a outpoint
lies in exactly one maximal cyclic subcontinuum. Let C* =
{peC| p is neither an endpoint nor a outpoint}, and let
D' = U {Max cyclic subcontinua containing p}. If D' is not 

peC
connected, there exist arcs in C joining certain pairs of 
components of D'. Each pair of components of D' has at most 
one R^ joining its elements (otherwise a new cycle in C but
not D' would be introduced), and D = D'U U(r ) is connecteda a
since C is. Furthermore C - D consists entirely of endpoints 
and outpoints.

Now if C - D ^ 0, each of its components {Q^} has a 
single point PgCC that lies in the boundary of C - D, i.e., 
there is a unique point of C that is accessible from a given 
component Qg of C - D (otherwise another cycle of C would be 
introduced). It follows that {Qg} = {Q^Upg} is a collection of 
acyclic Peano continua, i.e., dendrites. Since (cf. [Me], 

p. 307) a dendrite has at least two endpoints, the condition 
C - D ^ 0 implies that C must have points of order one. 
Moreover, since every subcontinuum of a dendrite is a dendrite 
([Wh], p. 89), it follows that every subcontinuum S of C that
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properly contains D has endpoints. Since D clearly has no 
endpoints, it remains to show that every subcontinuum S of C 
with D - S 7  ̂0 fails to satisfy conditions (i) ~ (iii).

Let us assume, therefore, that such a subcontinuum S 
satisfying conditions (i) - (iii) does exist, and that 
psD-S. There are two cases to consider. Suppose first that 
peD', i.e., that p lies on some cycle of D that is not 
contained by S. We now show that condition (ii) H^(S) =
H^(C) c H^(X) fails. For purposes of comparing the homology 
of the ANR's S and C, we are free to use any suitable homology 
theory (cf. [Hu], pp. 141-43). It will be convenient here to 
use a homology theory based on taking geometric nerves of 
open covers (as in [Wi], p. 130). Since dim X = 1, every open
cover a of X has a refinement g with • ord(g) = 1 (cf. [H&W],
pp. 54-55). This means that nerve (g) contains no 2-simplexes, 
and hence H^(nerve g) = a^(nerve g), i.e., the cycles of X 
are free generators of H^(X). Since peC-S, it follows that 
some cycle in C containing p is a generator of H^(C) that is not 
in H^(S). Hence H^(C) f H^(S) as subgroups of H^(X).

The other possibility, if D-S ^ #, is that peD-S lies 
on some arc R c d . If this is the case, then p is a cut-Oi — ' ^
point of C, and therefore S is contained in one of the 
components of C - p. Since both of the components of C - p 
contain cycles (hence Ĥ  ^ 0 ), it follows that psR^ implies 
H^(S) 7  ̂H^(C), i.e., condition (ii) fails in this case also.
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It remains now to show that D itself satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii). To see this, note that since each 
Q. is a dendrite, by Lemma 2.1 there exists a SCSDRp
F^; QgXi ----► Qg contracting Qg to p^eD. Furthermore,

since C is an ANR (and hence locally connected) we can
gperform the contractions F simultaneously. That is the map

F: Cxi ► C given by (c, if ceD.
F(c,t) = <

(̂ F‘̂(c,t) , if ccQg
is continuous, and hence a SCSDR of C to D. It follows that
(i) [C] = [D], (ii) H (C) = H, (D) as subgroups of H,(X), and

1
therefore that D is the unique subcontinuum of C satisfying 
conditions (i) - (iii).

Pf. Lemma 2.5; This follows immediately from the 
existence of the map F above and Proposition 2.1 (of. Pf. of 
Lemma 2.2).

Pf. Lemma 2.6; Since C^ and C2  are ANR's their homology 
is finitely generated ([Hul,pp. 140-41), and, as remarked in 
the proof of Lemma 2.4, H^(C^) and H^fCg) are generated by the 
finitely many cycles of X that C^ and C2  each contain. Thus 
if H^(C^) 7  ̂H^(C2 ) as subgroups of H^(X), then one of the 
C^, say C^, contains a cycle S that is not contained in €2 »

VLet Ŷ , Y2  be the components of 2^ containing C^, Cg respectively, 
and let
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h " 1 S - C ^ J3}
= {CE2 % 1 S Ç c }.

Thus 0^ U @ 2  = while 0^ D 0g = 0. Furthermore 0^ and 0̂  
are both closed and open in 2̂ . This follows by considering 
the nature of the metric d^ which is defined as follows: 
dĵ (C,D) = dg(C,D) + sup{lXç,(t) - Xĵ (t)j}. The definition of 
the X's is too complicated to elaborate here (cf. [Bjg for 
details), but it is easy to check that if CE0 ,̂ then e > 0 can 
be chosen so that any DEBg with d^(C,D) £ e must have
sup 1 Xg(t) - Xĵ (t) 1 > E ,  and hence dĵ (C,0 2 ) > e. Similarly
if Ce0 2 f then there exists an e > 0 such that for any DE0  ̂
with dg(C,D) £ E,  sup|X^(t) - Xĵ (t) I > E,  and d^(C,0^) >_ e . 

Finally since C^E0^ and C2 E0 2 , their respective components must 
be situated so that 5 . and Y2  £ Thus Y^ 5  ̂Y2  as
claimed.

Pf. Thm. 2.1; To see that the above is a necessary 
condition, suppose and C2  lie in the same component of 2 .̂ 
First observe that card j| = card Ĵ . For if not, then 
Hi(Cl) ^ H^(C2 ) as subgroups of (X), and, therefore, by

YLemma 2.6, and C 2  lie in different components of 2̂ . We
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may thus assume that j' is well defined. We now claim that
there is a (unique) one-to-one correspondence cJ-<-----
jej', satisfying (i) and (ii) . For if not, then there is a 
kej' such that H^(C^) (resp. (Cg)) is a subgroup of Ĥ (X) 
that lies outside of H^OCg) (resp. H^(C^)). It follows by

JJ
Lemma 2.6 that and C 2  lie in different components of 2̂ .
Now for iXj'f H^(C^) = 0, and by Lemma 2.1 each of the is 
contractible via a SCSDR. Thus for j^j\ {Ĉ } automatically 
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). Let C. = U ; if condition

 ̂ iXj' 1

(iii) fails, then there exists a component R of X-D such that 
= rank (HQ(Rnc^) ) 7  ̂rank (HQ(Rnc^J) = r^. Let Y^, be the

ycomponents of 2^ containing C^, Cg respectively. By Lemma 2.6 
and the proof of Lemma 2.4, each point in Y = Y^ U Y 2  must 
contain D. Since D separates R from X-(DUR), it follows that 
every point C in Yĵ must have rank (Hg(RnC)) = r̂ . Therefore 
Yi n Y 2  = 0 / and, hence, condition (iii) must hold, and thus 
we can find a one-to-one correspondence between 
satisfying (i)-(iii).

To see that conditions (i) - (iii) are sufficient, note
i Xthat by Lemma 2.5, C? lies in the same component of 2^ as does

for i = 1, 2 and all jeJ'. Furthermore by conditions (i)
and (ii) and the construction of the D̂ , [D̂ ] = [Ĉ ] = [Ĉ ] =
[oi], and H^(dJ) = H^(cj) = H^(C^) = H^(oi). Thus Lemma 2.4
implies that = D' (since D? is unique with respect to
the above properties). It now follows from condition (iii)
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and Lemma 2.3 that each of the (jeJ*) lie in the same
Xcomponent of X - D, and hence in the same component of 2̂ .

We can therefore join to by running a path from to 
for jeJ'. Then run a path between the remaining by using 
Lemma 2.3. This completes the proof.



CHAPTER III

DIMENSION OF 2^ n

In 1942 Kelley proved that if X is a Peano continuum, 
then C(X) is finite dimensional if and only if X is a finite 
graph ([Ke], p. 30). This Theorem is closely related to the 
results we obtain in this chapter concerning the dimension of
y2̂ . Our starting point is the following result of Ball & Ford 
([B&F]^, p. 48):

yIf X is an n-manifold, n ^ 2, then 2^ is infinite 
dimensional at every non-isolated point. The authors also noted 
the following fact:

If X is a locally connected continuum that contains a
X 
h
ypoint of order at least n, then dim 2, ^ n* In particular.

Xif dim X ^ 2, then 2̂  ̂is infinite dimensional.
In this chapter we prove, among other things, the 

following refinement of the Ball and Ford Theorem:

Theorem 3.1: For every manifold M with dim M ^ 2,
the space 2 ^ is strongly infinite dimensional at every non
isolated point.

We will need the following three lemmas.

31
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Lemma 3.1; Let L^ = Lins segment joining (0,-0) and
1 1  ”(—,—2 ), and let T = U l . Then the subset P = {Continua in
^ " n=l 5T containing (0,0)} of 2™ is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube

Q = [0 ,1 ]”.

Pf. ; For each segment L^, let ŝ : L^ >■ [0,^% /n^+1]
be given by

0  , p = (0 ,0 )

ç 2  /t2 +l , p = (^, 2̂ )•

Thus parameterizes L^ by arc length. We can "normalize"
this parameterization by defining f̂ : L^ >■ [0 ,1 ] where

^n ^ ^n **®n ' ^n' ^^'n^  ̂ [0 ,1 ] given by g^(t) =

t . We now define F^; P ----► [0,1] by F^^C) =
2̂ /n^+l n*
max (f^(cnL^)}. Finally we define F: P  >■ [0,1] by
F(C) = {F^(C)}. Clearly if C^,CgeP and ^ Cg, then for some 
k, F^XC^) F^XCg), and hence F(C^) ^ FXCg). Since F is also 
clearly onto, it follows that F is a bijection.

Now let CEP, and Let (C) be the e-ball about C (e 
measured in the Hausdorff metric), and choose N such that

^2 /n2+1 < E.  Since N^(C) = (C eP jF^(C)-e<F^(C' ) <F^ (C)+e, for alln}

and since for n > N, F^ (C)-e<F^(C' )'<F̂  (C)+e holds for all C'eP, 
we have
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N — 1 00
N (C)  =  Î C  EP } F ( C '  ) E H ( F  (C)  -  E, F (C)  +  E)  X n [ 0 , 1 ]  } .
G n=l ^ " n=N "

N-1 “
Thus F(N (O) = n (F„(C) - e, F„(C) + e )  X : [0,1] which

 ̂ n=l " n=N "
is open in Q; hence F is an open map. Essentially the same
argument shows that F  ̂is also open, so F; P — '— *■ Q is a

homeomo rphi sm.

TLemma 3.2; The subspace P of 2 is homeomorphic to Q.h

ds
Pf : Given a sequence p^ »■ p^, (p̂ £P) it suffices

dg
to show that p̂  ̂ *■ p^ (the converse being, of course,
automatic). Thus we must show that given any e , there exists a
uniform 6 , so that every subset of each p w i t h  diameter £ Ô

contracts to a point inside a subset of Pĵ of diameter £ e .
First note that the e-ball about (0,0) contains all but
finitely many of the branches of T. For the finitely many
remaining branches, the angle 9^ between adjacent branches
gives a uniform relationship between e and the distance two
points can be apart and still be contractible inside an e-nbhd,
namely 6 (̂e) = (sin 0̂ ) * e. Suppose now that T has n branches
of length greater than e , and let 9 be the minimum angle
between adjacent branches among these n. Then it is easy to
see that Ô = (sin 9) • e satisfies the condition for convergence 

dhof p.  ̂Pq .
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Lemma 3.3; Let M be a manifold with dim M = n ^ 2.
Then for every non-isolated point Ce2^ and neighborhood 
U £ 2̂  ̂there exists an embedding f : Q  U with
f(0,0...) = C.

Pf.; M = U M., where {M.}. are the compact 
jeJ  ̂ 3

components of M, {M.}'. _ the noncompact components,
3 ]EÜ2

and J = U Jg. Note that Cs2^ is an isolated point if and only
if C = U M ., where KcJ , since no proper subspace of a closed 

jeK ] ^
manifold is homotopy equivalent to the manifold itself. Thus
if C is a non-isolated point, there exists a jeJ such that
0 i- criMj f , and the manifolds M and M-C satisfy the hypotheses
of the following proposition ([H&Y], Thm. 3-18):

In a locally connected and locally arcwise- 
connected space M, the set of all points on the 
boundary of an open set V(=M-C) that are accessible 
from V is dense in the boundary of V.
Let peBd(C) and let be a PL-neighborhood of peM.

Let SEC be any point accessible by a PL-arc L from B’̂n(M-C).
By utilizing the PL-structure we can thicken L up slightly at
every point except s to obtain a ball B*£L such that B*nc=s.

MNow let e = dĵ (C,2ĵ  - U) . It follows from the proof
of Lemma 3.2 that we can identify the infinite-broom T of
Lemma 3.1 with an imbedded copy T' in B*in such a way that the
wedgepoint corresponds to s and d^(C,C U T') < e. Consider
the subspace D = {C'e2^|c £ C  £ CU T'} of 2̂ . By the proof

Mof Lemma 3.2 and choice of e, D c u. Let D’ c 2, be— — n
D' = { C '  -  {C - {s}} | C ' E D } ,  and let g: D ' -----*- D be the map
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given by g(C') = C'U c. Clearly g is a homeomorphism. 
Furthermore, Lemma 3.2 states that there exists a homeo-
morphism f ' : Q  D' which can be taken so that
f'(0,0...) = {s}. It follows that f = gof : Q  >• D
is the desired embedding.

Pf. Thm. 3.1; Since Q is strongly infinite dimensional
(cf. [R-S-Wj, p. 95) it follows that every non-isolated point 

Min 2 ^ lies in arbitrarily small neighborhoods that are 
strongly infinite dimensional, and the Theorem is therefore 
proved.

As a counterpart to Kelley's Theorem we have the 
following;

Theorem 3.2: If X is a Peano continuum, then every
Vcomponent of 2^ is finite dimensional if and only if X is a 

finite graph.

We make use of the following four lemmas:

Lemma 3.4; Let R=S^U = {(x,y)jO<x£l, y = 0} U

{(i, y) n = 1,2,...; 0 £ y £ and let S be the collection
pof all continua in R containing then the subset S of 2 

is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube.
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Ff. ; Each point in S is uniquely detemined by its 
endpoints (i.e., points of order one). If we express

1Q as n [1,-], then there is a one-to-one correspondence 
i=n ”

between the endpoints of a point in S and the points in Q.
Thus if are the endpoints of CeS, then F; S  *- Q
given by F(C) = {ŷ , y^, ...} is clearly a bijection. If
p = tp̂ } eQ, and e > 0 is given so that ( (F ^(p),e) is an

“1 ^ e-neighborhood about F (p) eS, then there is an N such that

, “ N-1
» < E . It follows that Ü = H [0,1/n] >= H (p -E, p +e) is

n=N n=l
-1 -1an open set containing peQ such that F (U) £ N^ (F (p),E),

s
showing that F  ̂is continuous. Since Q is compact it follows 
that F is also continuous, and hence a homeomorphism.

Lemma 3.5; The subspace S of 2^ is homeomorphic to Q.

dg
Pf ; Given a sequence (Ĉ êS), it suffices

to show ^ — ► Cq. Let E > 0 be given, and choose N such
that ^ < Y" It follows that any subset of that is within 
g distance of (0,0) contracts to a point inside an E-neighbor- 
hood of Cĵ. The smallest non-convex distance outside this ^ 
ball is the distance between the Nth and (N-l)st spikes, i.e,

' m é r y  ' I- Thus if « < , then every subset
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of Cĵ of diameter 5 or less contracts to a point inside a
subset of Cĵ of diameter less than e, for all i = 0 ,1 ,....
Therefore C.— C .

1  o

yLemma 3.6; Let AR^(X) denote the component of 2^ 
consisting of AR subsets of X. If X is a finite acyclic graph, 
then AR^(X) = C(X) .

Pf; Clearly AR^(X) = C(X) as point sets. Thus it
ds dhsuffices to show that if -----*■ Ĉ , then ---- ► C^. Since

X is a finite polyhedron, it can be embedded in some Euclidean
space so that the edges of X are all straight lines within
the affine structure of Ê .
Let e > 0 be given. Each 
pair of concurrent edges 
determines an angle 0 ,̂

e
whereas for each pair of

Fig. 3.1
nonconcurrent edges there
is a minimum distance d. between them. Let 0 = min {0.},] 1  1

let 6 , = e sin 0, and let 6 , = min {d.}. It is now easy toi * j J
see that if 6 = min {6 ^,6 2 /̂ then any subset of the Cĵ (being
connected) of diameter 6 must contract to a point inside a

^sneighborhood of of diameter e. Therefore ^
dhimplies ---- » Ĉ , and therefore AR^(X) = C(X).
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Lemma 3.7: Let X be a graph, Y a subcontinuum of X,
yand the component of 2^ containing Y. Then 2^ is naturally 

embedded in C(X).

Pf ; Let Y = DUE, where D is a union of cycles and E
is the union of a pairwise disjoint collection of arcs. By
Theorem 2J,any other point Y'e2y is of the form Y' = DUE', where 
E' is a pairwise disjoint collection of arcs. Now let
F: Sy *■ C(X) be given by F(P)=P; since the topology of
2y is finer than that of C(X), F is obviously continuous. It 
suffices, therefore, to show that F F(2^)----*■ 2^ is

(Jg ^continuous. For this purpose let Cĵ --- *► C .̂ We wish to
dhshow that ---- ► C^. By the remarks above, for large i each

= D U E^, where E^ is a pairwise disjoint collection of

arcs. Furthermore we can assume that X is embedded in some
Euclidean space E^, so that the edges of the graph X are all
straight lines. We consider, as before, pairs of edges of X,
but this time we omit those edges lying in D. If the edges are
disjoint, we let be the minimum distance between any two
points on the two edges. If the edges intersect, we let
9 = min {@u}, where 0̂  ̂is the angle between the two edges.
Now if e > 0 is given, we can choose 6 = min {6 ,̂ 6 2  ̂ just as
in Lemma 3.6, where 5̂  = min {dy}, = e sin 0. It is easy to
see that every 6 -subset of each contracts to a point inside

dhan e-subset of and hence -----► Ĉ .
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Pf. Thm. 3.2: To prove the Theorem, we first observe
that if X is not a finite graph then either X contains a point 
p with ord(p) = or there is an arc in X containing infinitely 
many branch points. For if X has ho points of infinite order, 
then it must have infinitely many branch points (otherwise X 
is a graph). Let A = {a^}T_^ be an infinite sequence of distinct 
branch points of X, chosen so as to converge to the limit 
point a^ A A. Now suppose that no arc in X contains infinitely 
many points of A. We now construct a subsequence {a. } of {a.}.

"•j
For je{l,...,n,...} we let a. be arcs joining a and a. eA with3 o 1. .

1 JdiamCa.) less than t- (cf. [Wh], p. 38), and such thatJ 3
Oj n Ujç = {â } for j /  k. if such arcs cannot be found 
then infinitely many of the {a^} lie on a single arc emanating 
from â . If, on the other hand, the do exist, then 
ord(a^) = Thus X is as claimed.

In case X has a point of infinite order, we can apply 
the “-Beinsatz (cf. [Me], p. 214), which asserts that X 
contains a copy of the ANR T of Lemma 3.1. It follows from 
Lemma 3.2 that 2^ contains a copy of Q, and hence is (strongly) 
infinite dimensional. If, on the other hand, X contains an 
arc with infinitely many branch points, we can inductively 
apply the n-Bogensatz (cf. [Me], p. 216) to obtain a copy of 
the ANR R of Lemma 3.4 imbedded in X. Thus, by Lemma 3.5,
y2^ again contains a copy of Q and is, therefore, (strongly) 
infinite dimensional.
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For the converse, we argue by induction on the number
Xn of components of a point If n = 1, then by Lemma 3.7,

X5̂ , the component of 2^ containing C can be embedded in C(X).
But Kelley's Theorem says that since X is a graph, C(X) is 
finite dimensional. Therefore 8^ is finite dimensional, which

V
proves that the subspace 8(1) of 2^ consisting of subcontinua
of X is finite dimensional, i.e., n = 1 holds. Now assume
that the subspace 3(n) consisting of points in 2^ with
n-components is finite dimensional for n £ k-1, and consider

i kthe subspace 3(k). Let Ce8(.k) and let {C be the components
k-1

of C. Choose an e > 0 such that d((J C^,C ) > 2e, and so small
i=l

ythat N, (C,e), the e-neighborhood about Ce2., is contained in 
%  n

3(k). We wish to show that N, (C,e) has dimension less than
%

or equal to dim 8(k-1) + dim 3(1). To see this, first note 

that if DeN, (C,e), then D = and d (C^,D^) < e for
%  ■ s

k ii = 1,2,...,k. It follows that D fl U C =0. Therefore
i=l

N- (C,e) can be represented as a product, namely:
°h

N, (C,e) = N, (D C^,e) X N, (Ĉ ,e) .
^h %  i=l ^h

Since the topology on N, (C,e) is equivalent to that given by 
the Hausdorff metric, it is clear that the above product 
representation is topological and not merely set theoretic.
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k-1.
It follows that diin(N, (C,e)) < dim(N, (U C ,e)) +

“h i=l
dim(N {ĉ ,e)) < dim a(k-1) + dim 3(1). Since both 3(k-1)

and 3(1) are finite dimensional by hypothesis, we have shown 
that every point Ce3(k) lies in a neighborhood of dimension 
less than or equal to dim (3(k-l)) + dim (3(1)). Thus 3(k) 
is finite dimensional.

XRemark ; Although each component of 2^ is finite
dimensional when X is a graph, we will see shortly that the 

Xspace itself is countably infinite dimensional, that is 
2̂  contains subspaces of arbitrarily large finite dimension.



CHAPTER IV

TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF 2^ 
FOR X A FINITE GRAPH

In this chapter we consider various simple examples 
of graphs and their associated hyperspaces 2̂ . This material 
is related to previous work by R. Duda (cf. [D]̂ , [Dig), who 
studied the hyperspaces C(X) for X a graph. By Theorem 2.1,

yit is easy to see that the subspace AR^(X) of 2^ consisting
yof AR-subsets of X is, in fact, a component of 2̂ . Further

more, Lemma 3.6 asserts that if X is acyclic, the component 
AR^(X) is homeomorphic to C(X). . Finally, if {C^(X}} are the 
components of C^^X) = {CE2^|c is connected}, then Lemma 3.7 
states that there is a natural embedding of each Ĉ XX) in C(X).
It follows that for acyclic graphs Duda's results pertaining

y
to C(X). carry over verbatim to the component AR^(X) of 2̂ , while, 
for nonacyclic graphs X, the topology of C^^X) can be determined 
by identifying the appropriate subspaces of C(X). The

Xtopological structure of the remaining components of 2^ is 
very often deducible from the information carried by C^^X), 
but, as we shall see, even the most rudimentary examples 
quickly become quite complicated. We begin with the two 
simplest cases ;

42
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Theorem 4.1; Let X = I = [0,1]; then

2̂  = V V X [0,1)) , (here V means topological sum).
^ n=2

1 00
If X = Ŝ , then 2® = {pt.} V V (Ŝ  x j2n-2  ̂ [q ,1)) .

" n=l

Pf: Each element T of ARCI) is determined by its
midpoint and by its length ([D]̂ , p. 267). The map

2g: AR^(I)   A = I which sends
T    g(T) = (midpoint T, length
T) is a homeomorphism. We now 
show that if [T] = [n-points], 
then the component of 2̂  
containing T is homeomorphic to

T
Fig. 4.1

r2n-l X [0,1). The argument is by induction on n. Thus
.Xsuppose the component (Te2^|Te[(n-l)pts.]} is homeomorphic to

.2n-3 X [0,1). We prove the result first for n = 2. Thus if
T = T^ U T̂  where T^ is the component on the left, T^ the one 
on the right, then g(Tg) can be any point of the triangle abc 
except for those that lie on the

c
segment ac. The left hand 
endpoint d of Tg determines a 
triangle adf, and g(T^) can be 
any point in adf that does not 
lie on segment df. This
situation is completely general Fig. 4.2

a
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in that each choice of T2 £{Tjg(T)^ac} yields the same topo
logical object for possible choices of T^, namely 
Aadf - df - I X [0,1). It is clear that a small variation in 

leads to only a slight change in the situation regarding 
choices for , i.e., this procedure is continuous. It follows 
that [T] = [T̂  U = (I x [0,1)) x (i x [0,1)) = Î  x [0,1) 
as desired. The inductive argument is now clear for 
[T] = [n-pts.j; choose the right most component T̂ ; there are 
topologically I x [0,1) possibilities. By the inductive 
assumption, the remaining (n-1) components determine a copy of 
j2n-3 [0,1). It follows that the component [T] = [n-pts.]

of 2^ is homeomorphic to
(I X [0,1)) X (i2n-3 X [0,1)) = I^*"! X [0,1) .

Since {[n-pts.] are the components of 2̂ , which furthermore
00

are clopen sets, it follows that 2? - Î  V (V (Î  ̂  ̂x [0,1))).
1 " n=2

The argument for X = S is similar. The component
[T] = [Ŝ ] is a single point. If [T] = [1-pt.], then again
two parameters, midpoint and length, determine a given T
uniquely. Thus, as before, we can define a homeomorphism

g:AR^(S^) ---- ► x [0,1) by g(T) = (midpoint T, — -) .

Let [T] = [n-pts.]. If T = T^ U Tg U ...U T^, then the 
component T^ can be anything in AR̂ (S^) = x [0,1). Once T^
is chosen, the remaining (n-1) components amount to determining

X[(n-1) pts.] c 2. where X = (0,1). By examining the above case
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where X = I, we see that this component is homeomorphic to 
X [0,1). It follows that [T] - [n-points] - 

X [0,1) X [0,l]2*-3 X [0,1) = gl X [0,l]2*-2 X [0,1).
X  CO

Therefore 2? - {pt.} V v [Ŝ  x [0 ,1 ]^^  ̂x [0,1) ).
" n=l

Remark ; Since every graph (and in fact every 
nondegenerate Peano continuum) contains an embedded copy of I, 
it follows that 2^ is countably infinite dimensional whenever 
X is a graph. Thus by Theorem 3.2, if X is a nondegenerate
Peano continuum, 2^ is countably infinite dimensional if and

Xonly if X is a graph, while if X is not a graph, then 2^ is 
strongly infinite dimensional.

Theorem 4.2; Let X be an m-od (i.e., the union of 
m-arcs that meet in a common point p). Then1 X — X

X °° X2, = V L , where the L = [n-pts.] £ 2, are polyhedra with n=l n n
dim = m + 2(n-1). Furthermore there is an inductive 
procedure for constructing polyhedra homeomorphic to the L̂ .

Pf; By Theorem 2.1, each = [n-pts.] is a component
of 2̂ . Furthermore, by Lemma 3.6, L̂  ̂= AR^(X) = C(X). We
begin, then, by constructing a polyhedron with dim(K^) = m

msuch that K-, - C(X). To construct K,, take X = U B. to be a 
 ̂  ̂ i=l 1

standard m-od where the B^ are all of unit length. The
following construction serves as a simple prototype for those
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that follow. Let = {CeL^jpsC}. Clearly each CeL^ is
m

uniquely determined by the m points (,3C fl (where 9
means combinatorial boundary, i.e., endpoints of the B a r e
included when £ C). Thus we have a map L^----► [0,1]^ =
which is clearly a homeomorphism. The remaining continua,
those in lie entirely on one of the m-branches B^.
We can thus write L^ - L^ = U L^^, where = {CeL^jC£B^-{p}}

i=l
Since EL-{p} is a half-open interval, each = [0,1] x [0,1) =

m
It follows that L, = U K-. U K = K, as sets.1 Ix o 1

We will now determine the topology on by referring
to appropriate subspaces of Lj. First note that no sequence of 
points in converges to a point in L^ - L^, and hence 
must be topologically a closed subspace of K̂ . Now let {p̂ } be
a sequence of points in L^ - such that ---- *■ p̂ .
If p^e L^- L^, then p^eL^j for some je{l,...,m}. In this case 
all but finitely many of the p^ lie in L^j, and therefore the 

m
topology of V K,. = - K must be preserved as an open

i=l o
subspace of K̂ . If L^- L̂ , however, then p^ must be such
that Pq £ Bj for some je{l,...,m}. Furthermore if p^ {p}, 
then all but finitely many of the p^ lie in L^j.
Let p^ = (pu, p?) in K^j = [0,1] X [0,1) be the point

_ 1 2  1 corresponding to p̂ êL̂ ĵ . Then p^ = (p̂ , p̂ ) = (p̂ , 1) in
—  9 1Kfj = [0,1] , where 0 < p^ < 1. Note that p^ lies entirely on
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the arc c X, and that the wedge-point pep^. Thus p^EL, and
p^ is determined by one parameter (e.g., its length). It
follows that p can be located in K = [0,1]^ via the identifi- o o
cation space U K , where (j>. ; [0,1] x {1} ----► [0,1]^ is

given by 4y(Pg,l) = (0,..., Pq ,...,0). Finally if
jth entry

= {p} 4----- ► (0,...,0)EKg, then the p^ can lie anywhere in
subject to the restriction that p^ ► {p}, i.e.,

1 2 p^ ► 0 and p^ ->• 1. The topology on can now be

described as follows : Let T be the m-od in [0,1]™ consisting
of those points with at least (m-1) coordinates equal to zero.
Thus T = T- U...UT , where T. = {(0,...t...,0)}, 0 <t £ 1.

™ 1 ith entry
m _

Then K, = [0,1] U(. V [0,1].), i.e., K, is an m-cube with m
^ * i=i ]

two-cells attached along an m-od in the boundary. The
m m

attaching map is<j) = V (|).: V ([0,1] % {l}) ---->- [0,1] ,
j=l ] j=l ]

where ([0,1] x {l})j c 3(K^j). Thus each 2-cell is attached

along a separate branch of the m-od, their only common 
intersection being at (0,...,0)eK̂ , (cf. Fig. 4.3).

We now indicate how to construct a polyhedron Kg 
homeomorphic to Lg = [2-pts.] c 2^ from Let C be an
arbitrary point in Lg. If peC, then write C = U Cg where the 

are disjoint subcontinua in X with peCg. If pjzfC, and
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(1,1,1)

(0,1,0)
11

4

Fig. 4.3

for any i, then let C = U where £ B̂ , c 
and i < j. But if p/C, and C c b ,̂ then write C = U 
where dfCg, p) < d(C^, p).

We can now enumerate the points in Kg as follows. If 
Cl £ B̂ , then C^EC([0,1)) - [0,1] x [0,1). For each choice 
of £ B^, we have CgCCfX-C^) - C({m-od} - {one endpoint}). 
Clearly this space is homeomorphic to

R11 = - {p = (p^,... ,P™) e [0,l]"̂ |p̂  = 1}
Thus if Lg^ = {CeLg|c^£B^} , then as a set
Lgi = Kg^ = [0,1] X [0,1) X Now let Lgg = {CeLgjC^cBg}
and note that Lg^ fl Lgg = 0. Again C^eC([0,l)) = [0,1] x [0,1) 
But now Cg £ X-C^ with the added condition that Cg / B^-[p}.
It follows that for each choice of C^ £ Bg, Cg lies in a space
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homeomorphic to - {p = (p^,... ,p̂ ) e [0,l]^|p^ = 1} “
Thus we have ~ [0,11  ̂ [0,1) x Similarly we define

1 • i-1R,. = K, - {p = (p ,... ,p"') e[0,l]’'”lp̂  = 1} - U K, .. Then it 11 1 i=i

is easy to see that the set L.. = {CeK_|C,£B . } is setwise
m

eauivalent to K_. = F0,11 x FO.ll x R, ., and that L„ = U L„..Zl - • - . . .  11 z zi
1—X

m
Now let ^ 2 = 1 1  ^2i‘ determine the topology on K2 , first

note that, by construction of the no sequence of points
in L-. can converge to a point in L_. unless i is less than j.

m ^
It follows that U K,,. must be closed as subspaces of K for

i=k ^
all k. In particular, the topology of K2 ^ is preserved as a
closed subspace of K2 . Let us now consider the topology on

^21 ̂  2̂* First we note that if {pu} is a sequence of points
in Lg such that p^---- ► p^, where PgGLg^f then all but
finitely many of the p^ lie in Lg^» Thus the topology of Kg^
is preserved as an open subspace of Kg. If, however, {pu}
is a sequence of points with P^ELg^, and such that p^ ► p ,̂
where p^^Lg^, then Pq = (q,r,s)E[0,1] x [0,1] x must have

^ 1 2  r = 1 and se 111 £ R^^. Now if s = sK^^ = [0,1] x [0,1) ,
- 1 2 then p^ must be identified with (Sĵ ,Sĵ , (q,0,... ,0) ) e [0,1] x

[0,1) X R^^. We can therefore form an attaching space
m

U U K_. by defining a map 
(j)̂ i=2
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m m
<1), : ([0,1] X {l}.)x U K-.-----  ̂ U K . by1 i 1=2

({.̂ (q,l,sj,ŝ ) = (s^,s^,(q,0,...,0)) . Geometrically 
amounts to m-1 attachings of 3-cells, one each for the 
subspaces 1 = 2,...,m. From alone we see that
is connected.

To complete the construction of K2 , we need to define 
analagous attaching maps <})j, j = l,...,m-l. These are as

m
follows; Let ([0,1] x {1}). x U K.. c K_., then

i=i+l^i
m m
U K -----  ̂ U

 ̂ i=j+l i=j+l
([0,1] X (1})_. X u  *■ U given by

(j) • (q,l ,sf,s?) = (Sv.,s^,(0,. .. ,q,.. .0) ) where k e {j+l,...,m} is 
] ^ ^ ^ jth entry

1 2determined by s = (s , s.) eK,, .K K xK
The reader can easily check that the attachings given

by the <j)j are the only ones possible by referring to the
appropriate hyperspace diagram and considering possible
sequences of pairs of continua that belong to some L2  ̂but
have their limit in some L_., i ^ j. It follows from this

 ̂ m m
that Lg is homeomorphic to K„ = U K_. , where (}> = V (j)..

 ̂  ̂ i=l j=l ]

Furthermore, since dim = m, each is m-dimensional, and
therefore each K2 j_ is (m + 2)-dimensional. Since the
attaching map is defined only along a 3-dimensional subset of 
m
U Kg., it follows that Kg itself is (m + 2)-dimensional. 
i=l ^
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K21

(q,l)

K22

(q ,1)

. (S%,s2)

K23 (si s2)

f- “T“lC
■(q,0,0)

Fig. 4.4
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Nov? note that each = [0.1] x [0,1) X is a
subpolyhedron of K̂ . To see that K2  is a polyhedron, note 

that Ÿ̂2x - ̂ 2 obtained from the polyhedron
I - 1= {q} X [0,1] X as follows. From remove the 

cells {q} X {1 } X R*^, where is the m-cube together with
the ith 2-cell glued to its boundary in R^^, to obtain the

_ »• - - »polyhedron Then = [0,1] « is a polyhedron. Now
note that the simply identify PL-homeomorphic subpolyhedra 
of the Thus Kg is a polyhedron (cf. [Ro&Sa], p. 26).

To complete the proof we assume that K^,...,K^ have 
been constructed following the above scheme and that they 
satisfy the properties asserted in the theorem. We further
more assume that for each je{l,...,n}, ke{j+1,...,m}, 
mU {K..} is a subpolyhedron of K.. We now show that this 
i=k ]
information is sufficient to construct a polyhedron of
dimension m + 2n homeomorphic to = [(n+1) - pts.] £ 2̂ .
The procedure, in fact, is completely analogous to the

n+1
previous construction. For if CeL .,, then C = U c., wheren+i i=i 1

the are disjoint continua. Furthermore if j is the smallest
number for which there exists a £ Ey - {p}, then we can let

be the component of C with - {p} and
d(C^, {p}) > d(C^, {p}) for all C\ £ Bj - {p}. We now use
the same scheme as before for identifying the points of 

namely we consider first the case where — ®i* Here
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Cĵ eC([0,l)) = [0,1] X [0,1), and for each choice of C^, the 
remaining Cĵ , i = 2,..,,n+1, lie on an m-od with the 
endpoint of missing. Clearly this is homeomorphic to an 

open subspace, call it of K^. Thus if ^(^+1)1 ~

^^^^n+ll V^l^' ^(n+l)l ~ ^(n+l)l  ̂ x

Similarly if = *̂“̂ n̂+l̂ *"l - ®i^'

L(n+l)i ° ‘'(n+Di ' tO'll " tO'll " "ni- "here Ê . c is the 
subspace consisting of {CsK^j 9Bĵ n C = J3 and no component of C

i-1
lies in U b .. - {p}}, where CeK is the unique point 

i=l  ̂ "
corresponding to a given CeL^. We next construct attaching

m , m
maps (]).: ([0,1] x {1}) x U K -----  ̂ U R, ,n , where

] ] i=j+l i=j+l ^

K . £ K  . is {C e K . IpjzfC}. Let s = (s,,... ,s, ) ek'.,, then 
xix n x  iiX  X 6Ü XIX

— (Si,SQ,(ST,...,s~,(0,...,q,...,0))) eK] i  ̂ J ith entry ^n+x;i

Just as in the construction of Kg we now have 
m m

V l  = V l  = .U/(n+l)i' = .%!*]'
4)

To see that K^^^ is a polyhedron, we must first of
all show that the R ■ are polyhedra. But by construction

_ m
R . = R'. n r ". where R'. = {CeK |Ce U K .} and ni ni ni ni n nj

r" . = {CeK l9B. n C = 0}. Since R*. is a polyhedron by the
XIX XX X IxX

I M Iinduction hypothesis, and R . fl R . is an open subset of R . ,
iix  m» m .
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it follows that is a polyhedron ([Ro&Sa]), p. 4), and
thus so are the = [0,1] x [0,1) x we again note
that, as before, can be obtained from the
polyhedron = {q} x [0,1] x r^^ by removing
{q} X {1} X R*., where R*. = (CsR .|C/ U B.-{p}} to nx nx nx j=i+i J

  II II
obtain i» Note that is a polyhedron since

*  -  n iR . - R . = {CeR .Ic c U B.-{p}} which is clearly a ni nx nx D
II

subpolyhedron of R^^. Finally  ̂= [0,1] x and

thus a polyhedron, and since the ({). simply identify homeomorphic 
subpolyhedra that lie in the boundaries of the i» it
follows that is a polyhedron ([Ro&Sa], p. 26). Clearly
the dim(K^^^) = 2 + dim(K^) = m + 2n, which completes the 
proof.



CHAPTER V

MCOMPONENT STRUCTURE OF 2^ FOR M 
A CLOSED TWO-MANIFOLD

Borsuk's result that partition 2^ into
clopen (closed and open) sets raises the question as to

Mwhether these sets themselves are the components of 2̂ , or 
whether there is further fragmentation within each 
homotopy type. As a first observation we have the following :

Lemma 5.1; The components of 2^ (M a closed 2- 
manifold) are arcwise connected.

Pf : Since 2^ is an ANR(Tî)) Thm. 4.4), hence
locally connected, and a complete metric space ([B]Corr.
4, p. 198), the result follows from the fact that a connected, 
locally connected, complete metric space is arcwise connected. 
([H&Y], p. 118).

MThus to determine the component structure of 2̂ , it
suffices to determine necessary and sufficient conditions

Mfor the existence of an arc joining two points in 2̂ . For 
2M = S , Ball and Ford proved the following result ([B&F]^, 

Thm. 4.4):

54
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Every two homotopically equivalent connected
2 SANRs in S can be joined by an arc in 2^ .

This result was generalized by Boxer, who was able 
to drop the condition that the ANR's be connected and enlarge 
the class of spaces {M} to be {closed 2-manifolds}. He then 
proves the following ([Bx]̂ ' Thm. 3.1);

Let C.s2^ - {M}, (i = 1,2) and let “^£2^ 
be such that each component of is a bounded 
surface, C. £ int(N^), and C,- is a strong 
deformation retract of (tfie existence of the 
Ni is proven in [Bx],, Thm. 2.5). Then there 
is an arc in 2M from to C2  if and only if 
there is an ameient isotopy of M taking N. onto
Ng.

The following is a refinement of Boxer's result for 
the case where the are connected:

Thm. 5.1: Let M be a closed 2-manifold. Then C^, Cg
M(compact, connected ANR's) can be joined by an arc in 2^ if 

and only if [Ĉ ] = [Cg] (i.e., C^ & Cg have the same homotopy 
type) and im(iî (Ĉ )) and im(,iT̂  (Cg) ) are conjugate subgroups 
of ïï̂ (M).

Pf: By Boxer's Theorem above, there exist polyhedral

bounded surfaces N̂  ̂2 ^ 2  — ^2 that C^ and Cg are
strong deformation retracts of N^, Ng respectively. Moreover

MC^ and Cg can be joined by an arc in 2̂  if and only if there 
exists an ambient isotopy of M sending N^ onto Ng. Clearly 
the existence of such an isotopy implies that [Ĉ ] = [Cg] and
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im(w^(C^)) is conjugate to ini('iT̂ (C2 ') in It therefore
suffices to show the reverse implication. To do this, we 
make use of the following result of Jaco and Shalen ([J&S],

Lemma 4.2):
Let M be a surface and N^, be compact, 

incompressible submanifolds of M such that no 
component of either N, or N- has nonnegative 
Euler characteristic. If N, can be homotoped 
into ^ 2  Ng can be homo toped into A. , then 
there exists an ambient isotopy of M moving 

onto Ng.
If we examine the proof of this result given in [J&S], 

it will readily be seen that if N^ and Ng happen to be 
connected, then the condition on the Euler characteristic of 
their components can be dropped. Since and Cg are connected, 
N^ and Ng must also be connected, but they need not be incom
pressible. In order to apply the above lemma, it is necessary 
to alter N^ and Ng slightly in order to obtain incompressible 
surfaces.

We first observe that 3N^ and 3Ng consist of pairwise 
disjoint collections of simple closed curves. For those 
3-components which are null-homotopic in M, we can glue in

discs along these simple closed curves to

obtain new surfaces N^, Ng £ M (cf., [Ep], Thm. 1.7).

Lemma 5.2: N^, Ng are incompressible surfaces in M,
i.e., ïï̂ (N̂ )-----► %£(M) is injective for i = 1,2.
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1 APf: Let L: S   ̂ be a loop that contracts to

a point in M. Thus there exists a map
H :D *■ M, D = S^xi/s^x{0} with HjaD = L.

If necessary we can modify H slightly so as to be smooth, 
keeping [H|3D] = [L]eir̂ (N̂ )̂. Furthermore there exists a map
G: D ---*- M such that G is smoothly homotopic to H and G
intersects transversely (G ^ 9N̂ ) . Let F; Dxj — — M
with Fq = H, F^ = G be such a homotopy. By choosing t small
enough, F^ will be near F^ = H, whereas it follows from 
Sard's Theorem that F^ S 3N^ for almost all te[0,1]. This
means that, without loss of generality, the original map
H: D  M can be chosen so that [H|aD] = [L]en^(NU^ and
H 3N-. We can furthermore assume that H(3D) c int(N.).1 — J-

 ̂ ASince H has been taken transverse to 3NU, codim(3N^) =
codim(H (̂3Nĵ )), hence dim(H ^(3N^))= 1. Thus H ^(3N^) is
a submanifold of int D, hence a disjoint collection of simple
closed curves. Let C be an innermost simple closed curve

-1 ^amongst those of H (3N̂ ). The curve C bounds a disc

in D, and either H(D^) 2. or H(int D̂ ) n N^= 0 . In the
latter case we wish to modify H so that the new H is homotopic 
to the original but with H(D^) £ N̂ .

Now H(C) is a connected subset of 3N̂  and, hence, is
1 ^contained in a 3-component T (homeomorphic to S ) of 3NU.

We will show that H|C: C — --------- M-int is null-
homo topic . Furthermore CN^ is a compact 2-manifold with 
boundary, so that the component Q of CN^ containing H(D̂ )
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is a connected surface with boundary contained in M= Thus 
ïï̂ (Q) is a free group ([Ma], p. 135). Since T is a boundary 
component of N^, T is essential in M, and hence also in Q.
It follows that it̂ (T) ---- ► ïï̂ (Q) is injective, and, since
[H|c ]=0 E ir̂ (Q) it follows from the composition
n^(C)---- >■ tTĵ (T) ---- ► TTĵ(Q) that [h |c ]=0 e n^(T). Thus we

can modify H on int so that H(D^) 5 . ^ 5. Repeating
this procedure by choosing each time an innermost curve among
the H  ̂(9K̂ ) eventually results in a map H;D' >■ ^ M such
that [Hi 3D] = [L] etTĵ (N̂ ). Thus n^(N^) -- ^  is
injective, i.e., is an incompressible surface.

Lemma 5.3: The number of discs and
used in constructing and N2  is equal.

Pf; Since the submanifolds and have the same 
homotopy type, ïï̂ (N̂ ) = ^^(Ng). On the other hand, by 
hypothesis im(ir̂ (Ĉ )) is conjugate to imfn^fCg)), whereas 
im(Tr̂ (Ĉ )) = im(iT̂  (Nĵ) ) = im(r^ (N̂ ) ) . It follows that r^(N^) is 
conjugate to ïïĵ (M), and hence, = ïï̂ (N2 ).
But since gluing in a disc adds one to the Euler characteristic 
of a manifold, the assumption that p q implies x(N^) x(N2 ),
and since H2  (N̂. ) = 0 (consider the Mayer-Vie tor is sequence 
obtained by doubling N̂ ) it follows that (N^)/H^(N2 ) and 
hence 7 7  ̂(N̂);>̂tt̂ (N2 ) , a contradiction.
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Lemma 5.4; If are connected incompressible
surfaces in M with conjugate to in then

1 2there exist homotopies H , H such that:
Ĥ : X I -------- ► M  with hJ = id - and Ç

N, X I  *. M = id - H?(N^) çi o « 2  i 6  i

Pf: By choosing appropriate isotopies of M, we can
assume without loss of generality that the base points in 
it̂ (N^,P^), n^^NgfPg), and ir̂ (M,p) are such that p^ = p^ = p. 
We may also assume that by utilizing a
suitable isotopy of M that cancels the conjugacy relation.

—  1 ^  ^For if gefrĵ (M) is such that g g = then g can
be represented by a (smooth) isotopy of p in M, i.e., a map
g: {p} X I ----► M with g^ = g^ = id^^j. Moreover the

map g can be chosen so that Y = im(g) can be written 
n

y = U Y. where the Y. are one-manifolds. Let C . be a
i=l  ̂ ^

compact bicollared neighborhood of Y^ in chosen so that
n

C. =C. onY. n Y. ^ 0; and let W = U C.. Now choose an 
1 1 1 ] i=l 1

isotopy G: M X I ----  M with Gq = id^, G|{p} = g, and G = idĵ
off of W (cf. [Mi], pp. 63-64). Now let xeïï̂ (N̂ ), and note
that X can be represented by a loop x: [0,1] ----  ̂N^ with the
property that there exist t̂ , t^ £ [0 ,1 ] such that x([0 ,t^])£W, 
x([t2 ,l])£W, and x((t^,t2 )) n W = j3. It is easy to see that 
x  ̂= x|[0 ,t̂ ] and Xg = x|[t2 ,l] are both homotopic to the
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•constant map ĉ : [0 ,1 ] M, where c^ft) = p. Moreover by
utilizing the bicollarings on the and the fact that G

-1extends g, we find that G^ox^~ g (rel p) and that 
Gĵ oX2 ~ g(rel p) (reparameterize [0 ,t̂ ] and [tgyl] and slide 
x(t^) and xftg) back to the basepoint p). We also note that 
since = xjtt^ytg] lies outside int(W), G^oXg=X2 ~ x{rel p). 
It follows that [Ĝ x] = [g x̂g] e ir̂ (Ĝ  (N̂ )), and hence

(Ĝ (Nĵ ) ) =ïï̂  (N2 ) . We may therefore assume in what follows 
that = it̂ (N2 ).

Let G be the covering space corresponding to the group 
ïï̂ (N̂ ,p) (= There exist liftings i, j such that
the following diagram commutes:

N

This induces the following diagram on fundamental groups;

ÏÏ, (M) * ÏÏ1
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Since N^, are incompressible, î  and are injective as
is P|, since p is a covering projection. Thus i^ and ĵ  are 
injective. But they are also surjactive, since p^ is injective 

and p^ (tTĵ (G) ) = = 3# (̂ 2 ) ) •
We now use the fact that if ir̂ (X) = n^(Y) and Y is a

K(7r,l) (i.e., n^^Y) = 0 for n ^ 1), then there is a natural
one-to-one correspondence between homotopy classes of maps 
from X to Y and homomorphisms between n^(X) and tt̂ (Y). Thus, 
since Ng is a K (tr, 1 )*, there is a map f : N^ *- Ng corres
ponding to (i.e., which induces) the isomorphism
(ĵ )  ̂°i^: n^fN^) ► m^(Ng). And since

= (j|)  ̂°i#' ° ° I]#) ̂ ° i# = i|, whereas G is

also a K(ir,l), it follows that j ° f ~ i, hence
p o j o f ~ p o i ,  so that j o f ~ i. Thus f: N^ ► Ng is
homotopic to the inclusion i : N^ *■ M. It follows that

N^ X I ---- »- M with = id^ and H^(N^) Ç Ng exists, and
applying the same argument in reverse shows the existence of 
2H as well.

Pf. Thm. 5.1; Lemma 5.4 together with the Jaco-Shalen 
Lemma cited earlier now suffice to prove the Theorem, Since 

and Cg are connected so are N^ and Ng, and we can ignore 
the condition in the Jaco-Shalen result on the Euler 
characteristics of the components of N^ and Ng. By Lemma 5.4, 
the incompressible surfaces N̂  ̂and Ng constructed above can be 
homotoped one into the other so long as im(ïï̂ (fï̂ )) (=im(ïï̂ (Ĉ ) ) )

*cf. Addendum, p. 63
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and iîu('iïĵ (N̂ ) ) (=im(Tr. (Cg) ) ) are conjugate subgroups of ïï̂ (M). 
By the Jaco-Shalen Lemma, it follows that there is an ambient 
isotopy of M taking onto N^. Since, by Lemma 5.3, the 
number of discs { D ^ u s e d  in constructing

and Ng was equal, it follows that we may choose an isotopy 
H of M which sends the collection {D^}onto {D^} while sending 
N^ onto Ng. It follows that the isotopy H has the property 
that Hĵ (N̂ ) = Ng as required in Theorem 3.1 of [Bx]̂ . This 
completes the proof.

Cor. 5.1; If M is a closed two-manifold and C a
connected ANR contained in M, the component structure of 

M{fC]}c2^ is determined by i.e., two connected ANR's
C ,̂ Cg that are homotopically equivalent ([Ĉ ] = [Cg] = [C]) 
lie in the same component of 2̂  if and only if im(ir̂ {Cĵ )) and 
im(ïï̂ (Cg)) determine the same conjugacy class in ir̂ (M) .

Pf; Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.1 above.

We close with some observations that concern an
Minteresting open question pertaining to 2^ (M a closed two- 

manifold) . First we note that by general results of Borsuk
M([B]g, pp. 197-98) the space 2^ is separable and complete.
MFurthermore, by [B&F]^, p. 17, 2^ is not locally compact at

Mevery non-isolated point. Finally by [Bx]̂ , pp. 36-37, 2̂
Mis an ANR. Since by Thm. 3.1, 2, is SID, it follows from
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Torunczyk's characterization of S,2 “if-anifolds (of, [To]g) 
that 2^ is an at every non-isolated point if and
only if 2^ satisfies the countable discrete cells property 
(CDCP). A space X has the CDCP if given any open cover
of X and mapping f; Z x Q ----► X there is a map
g: Z X Q  ► x,'U-close to f, and such that {g({n}xQ)jnsz}

is a discrete collection of sets.
In view of the fact that AR^(M) is a component of 2^

and that the natural embedding M ----► AR^(M) is a homotopy
equivalence, it would be especially interesting to know 
whether or not AR^(M) satisfies the CDCP. If it does, then 
the fact that homotopy equivalent £2 “̂ ^^^^°^^® are homeomorphic 
would imply that AR^(M) = M x

* Addendum : If G were not a K(it,1) , then M = S or RP , 
in which case ïï̂  (M) = 0 or Z/2. Since ir̂ (N̂ ) is a free group
and tt̂ (N^)---- ► n̂ (M) is injective, it follows that is a
disc. We conclude immediately that there is an isotopy of M 
taking onto Ng such that N^ maps onto Ng.
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